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WHAT YOU PUT ON YOUR BOW

p says a lot PABOUT YOU.
FUSE ACCESSORIES SAY YOU INTEND ON KEEPING YOUR TAXIDERMIST BUSY. 

Welcome to FUSE and welcome to a new level of high-perfor-
mance accessories. For 2014, we have continued our pursuit 
in making high quality, lightweight, durable and purpose-built 
accessories that not only perform their function flawlessly, but 
silently as well. At FUSE, we are dedicated bowhunters and 
so we know the critical nature of silence in the field and on the 
shot. If you are going to hang accessories from your bow, why 
not use them for a dual purpose and help silence vibration and 
noise at the same time? That is exactly what FUSE accessories 
do. And now, with our revolutionary Stealth Band Technology, 
silence has never been so effective or looked so good. Hunt 
with confidence. Hunt with purpose. Hunt with FUSE.



SIGHTS WITH ONE PHILOSOPHY:

p shut up PAND SHOOT.
HELIX SIGHTS WITH NEW STEALTH BANDS DELIVER SHOT AFTER SILENT SHOT.

SIGHTS
HELIX™ SERIES SIGHTS
The all-new FUSE Helix Series micro and standard 
adjust sights are the toughest, quietest and most 
accurate sights we’ve ever offered. Designed with 
minimum mass and maximum dependability, Helix 
sights come equipped with innovative Stealth Band 
Technology, which destroys shock, vibration and un-
wanted noise. And, with eight additional colors (black 
comes standard), they are fully customizable to your 
favorite color combinations. 

Helix micro-adjust sights feature high-performance, 
Micro-Click Adjustment Knobs that allow you to 
hear and feel each click – ensuring precise, fine-
tune adjustments – all while maintaining a rock-solid 
lockdown. Second and third axis adjustment ensure 
pinpoint accuracy in varied terrain or when shooting 
from an elevated position. Multiple in and out adjust-
ments also provide correct peep sight alignment.

All Helix sights feature high-strength Precision Steel 
Pins with pinpoint, super bright and durable .019” fi-
ber optics, plus a compact Sight Lite to dramatically 
brighten your pins in low-light conditions. With mul-
tiple high-performance options and exclusive FUSE 
technologies, Helix is the last word in bowhunting 
accuracy. Helix Micro available in Realtree Xtra and 
Black Out, 3, 5 or 7 pin configurations. Helix Stan-
dard available in black, 3 or 5 pin configurations.

PROFIRE™

Packed with the hottest features and ready to hunt, 
the super light and durable ProFire gets the job done. 
More than 12 inches of light-gathering fiber optics 
ensure pinpoint brightness and faster target acquisi-
tion in the darkest woods, and precision FUSE metal 
pins deliver the durability you expect from the leader 
in hardcore bowhunting accessories. Available in 3 or 
5 pin configurations in zero-reflection black.

Eight custom 
colored Stealth 
Bands let you 
have your bow 
your way.
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HELIX™ 

STANDARD

Helix Micro available in Realtree Xtra and Black Out.
Helix Standard and ProFire available in black.

Hear and feel each click for 
the most precise and solid 
adjustments possible. 

All Helix Sights include an in-
tegrated, compact Sight Lite 
to dramatically increase the 
brightness of the fiber optics 
in low-light conditions.

By incorporating Stealth Band Technology around 
critical surfaces, shock and vibration are almost 
entirely eliminated – which means a quieter shot.
Black Stealth Bands come standard with all Helix 
sights, with 8 additional custom colors available 
through your FUSE dealer. (Yellow shown)

HELIX™ 

MICRO

PROFIRE™ 

3 Pin or 5 Pin



MOTHER NATURE WILL ALWAYS

p mess with you. PMESS BACK.
FUSE STABILIZERS ALWAYS HOLD STEADY. EVEN UNDER THE HARSHEST CONDITIONS.

STABILIZERS
CARBON BLADE™ HUNTER SERIES
There is nothing else like them. The patent-pending 
Carbon Blade stabilizers are one-of-a-kind with their 
sleek aerodynamic shape and advanced hunting de-
sign. Fluted carbon, 8 individual Shock Rods and a 
strategically placed Doinker® all work together to kill 
shot noise and vibration, making them a top choice 
for serious bowhunters. Available in 6.5”, 8.5”, 10” & 
11.5” configurations. 

STEALTH BLADE™

The new FUSE Stealth Blade features our exclusive, 
dual-resonance Stealth Band Technology to kill noise 
and vibration. The fluted, low-mass but extremely stiff 
Blade technology couples to the proven Blade Doinker 
Technology damper system for the last word in a steady 
shot and silent delivery. Available in Realtree Xtra or 
Black Out. Eight additional color options available for 
Stealth Band for ultimate customizability. 6.5” (6.4 oz.)

CARBON BLADE SIDEKICK™

The Carbon Blade Sidekick is specifically engineered 
to offset the weight of accessories such as sights and 
quivers while maintaining correct bow balance. Sidekick 
allows ideal mass fine-tuning for better balance and a 
better shot. 6.5” (7.2 oz.)

AXIUM PRO™

Light, compact and highly effective, the legendary Axium 
Pro is back with all of the noise destroying technologies 
that have made FUSE legendary for stealth and perfor-
mance. The tapered custom Doinker suppressor and 
Shock Rods are at the heart of the action that makes 
Axium Pro so devastatingly effective. Available in 2, 4 
and 6” lengths.

FLEXBLADE™

Who says you can’t have steady stabilization and 
world-leading sound and vibration suppression on 
a budget? At FUSE, we offer the FlexBlade for dis-
cerning bowhunters seeking the advantages of the 
proven, patented Carbon Blade design at a price 
that won’t make you hide your gear from your better 
half. Innovative flexible spine dampers make a differ-
ence you’ll feel from the very first shot. Available in 
camo and Black Out. 6.5” (4.6 oz.)
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AXIUM ™
PRO 6”

6.8 oz.

AXIUM ™
PRO 4”

5.4 oz.

AXIUM ™
PRO 2”

3.5 oz.

CARBON BLADE HUNTER™ SERIES

6.5” (4.6 oz.) // 8.5” (4.8 oz.) // 10” (5 oz.) // 11.5” (8 oz.)

CARBON BLADE

SIDEKICK ™

6.5” (7.2 oz.)

All FUSE Stabilizers (except FlexBlade) available in Realtree® Xtra™ and Black Out.
FlexBlade available in Black Out and camo (as shown).

This is where it all started. 
Shock Rod Technology has 
revolutionized the archery in-
dustry by incorporating small 
dampers in our accessories, 
virtually eliminating unwanted 
shock and vibration.

Integrated Stealth Bands 
suffocate noise and vibration 
and come in 8 additional col-
ors to customize your bow. 

FLEXBLADE ™

6.5” (4.6 oz.)

STEALTH BLADE ™

6.5” (6.4 oz.)



QUIVERSBE TOUGH. BE QUIET.
p and always keep it PTOGETHER.
AND YOU DIDN’T THINK YOU COULD LEARN ANYTHING FROM YOUR QUIVER.

VECTOR™

Featuring an advanced, lightweight, low-resonance 
composite frame and an all-climate, multi-diameter 
gripper system, Vector is high performance that’s also 
highly affordable. With our hard locking, no-non-
sense dovetail mounting system and an ultra-light, 
super-strong, soft-touch hood, Vector 4 & 6 arrow 
quivers are the last word in strength and silence. 
Equipped with a handy tree stand loop and available 
in Realtree Xtra and Black Out.

VECTOR XT™

The all-new Vector XT quivers feature the new FUSE 
StealthBand Technology for supreme sound and 
vibration suppression and have eight custom color op-
tions available. Vector XT’s high precision, machined 
aluminum, hyper-light frame is integrated with our new 
rock-solid, no-nonsense, quick and silent mounting 
system. The easy on, easy off, hard locking features of 
the mounting system are complemented by a handy 
tree stand hanging loop, double gripper system for 
universal arrow & broadhead compatibility and dead 
silent, soft-touch hood system. Available in 4 & 6 
arrow configurations in Realtree Xtra and Black Out.

VECTOR XT STREAMLINE™

Vector XT 4 & 6 arrow Streamline quivers provide an 
ultra-sleek, low-profile design that keeps arrows tight 
to your bow for compact and ultimate maneuverability. 
Exclusive StealthBand Technology kills noise and 
vibration. The long-span, lightweight, advanced com-
posite frame system attaches silently with a hardlock 
mounting system to provide the stability of a two 
piece quiver with the convenience and performance 
of a quick detach quiver. Get it all with the Vector XT 
Streamline. Available in Realtree Xtra and Black Out.

Eight custom 
colored Stealth 
Bands let you 
have your bow 
your way.
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VECTOR XT™

4 Arrow

VECTOR XT™

6 Arrow

Swapping out and 
customizing your 
Stealth Band acces-
sories is as easy as it 
looks. Mix and match, 
show your team 
pride or get patriotic. 
Whatever you want, 
Stealth Bands make 
it possible.

VECTOR™

4 Arrow

VECTOR™

6 Arrow

VECTOR XT
STREAMLINE™

4 & 6 Arrow



RESTS &
RELEASESWHO SAYS THERE’S

p no rest for PTHE WICKED?
FUSE RESTS AND RELEASES MAKE SURE EVERY SHOT IS WICKED SMOOTH.

FUSE ULTRA REST™

Whether you’re a spot-and-stalk or precision treestand 
bowhunter who needs surgical tolerances of a drop-
away, FUSE makes one arrow rest you can depend on. 
The FUSE Ultra Rest does it all, securing the arrow at 
the loaded position, and precisely dropping away at 
launch. Perfect calibration and perfect clearance lead to 
perfect results. Available in anodized Realtree camo and 
anodized black finish.

FUSE WHISKER BISCUIT™

It’s amazing how something so simple can be so 
effective. It’s also amazing how affordable something 
so effective can be. The FUSE Whisker Biscuit adds 
our exclusive Shock Rod Technology for noise elim-
ination and a highly adjustable, rock-solid mounting 
bracket for full adjustability.

CLINCH SPEED HOOK™

The new, side-loading Clinch Speed Hook offers a 
deadly combination of speed and precision. Speed 
Hook’s patented, three-hole hardlocking adjustment 
system provides for perfect length of pull. Like all 
FUSE Clinch releases, Speed Hook features an ex-
ceptionally smooth action and completely adjustable 
trigger response. Available in Realtree AP and black.

CLINCH DUAL CALIPER™

The zero-deflection Dual Caliper provides extreme 
accuracy and the perfect radius for string loops. By 
helping eliminate side-to-side action of the string 
on release, the Dual Caliper launches arrows with 
extreme consistency and smoothness. Ergonomic one 
piece trigger, precisely adjustable roller sear system 
and a short lock time make for exceptional perfor-
mance. Available in Realtree AP or black.

CLINCH BARREL™ & CFT™

Crisp Trigger action and precision internal compo-
nents deliver dependable and smooth release action 
with every shot. Barrel models offer a popular and 
proven three position hardlock adjustment system 
while CFT models feature Custom Fit Technology for 
an exact reach and fit to match your shooting style. 
Available in Realtree AP and black.
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FUSE
ULTRA REST™

CLINCH
DUAL CALIPER™

CLINCH
SPEED HOOK™

CLINCH
CFT™

FUSE WHISKER
BISCUIT™

The FUSE Whisker Biscuit is 
simply... quiet. Flexible bristles 
effortlessly and quietly hold your 
arrow while Shock Rods elimi-
nate excess vibration transfered 
through the rest after the shot.

At full draw, Velocity Drop-
Away Technology™ knows 
to drop-away ONLY when 
the bow is fired, not when 
letting down. If the bow is 
let down slowly, the launch-
er returns to the capture 
position, keeping your arrow 
fully contained.

CLINCH
BARREL™



PACKAGES,
DAMPERS &
BCY STRINGS
FUSE BOW PACKAGE A
Get the most popular accessories at a great price 
with the FUSE Accessory Package A. Featuring 
the versatile Vector 4 arrow quiver, ProFire 3-pin, 
wrapped fiber optic sight, FlexBlade stabilizer, FUSE 
Ultra Rest Hunter drop away rest, FUSE wrist sling 
and high-quality peep sight with alignment system.

FUSE BOW PACKAGE B
Vector 4 arrow quiver, ProFire 3-pin sight, and
Whisker Biscuit rest.

FUSE STEALTHSHOT™

The last word in stealthy, vibration defeating technol-
ogy for almost any bow, StealthShot destroys recoil 
and potential arm slap while improving the consis-
tency of arrow departure from the bowstring.

FUSE CUSTOM STRINGS
AND CABLES
FUSE strings and cables are constructed, twisted 
and served under a preload of hundreds of pounds 
on a computer controlled, custom built FUSE Con-
tinuous Tension Technology™ string machine. This 
provides a level of performance unattainable with 
ordinary construction techniques. Finishing touches 
are performed by hand craftsmen and rigorously 
tested and custom formulated to provide the ulti-
mate shooting system for your bow. Made from BCY 
string materials and available in an array of colors. FUSE BOW 

PACKAGE B

FUSE BOW 
PACKAGE A

FUSE STEALTHSHOT

FUSE STRINGS

&CABLES

Eight custom 
colored Stealth 
Bands sold 
separately at your 
FUSE dealer.
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INTREPID & 
FOCUS SERIES
RECURVES
On the big screen and in the field, archery is on fire and 
getting hotter than ever. Catch the fire with a high perfor-
mance, smooth shooting, hand-crafted FUSE recurve. 

INTREPID™ 60
Carefully crafted of exotic wood laminates and high-tech 
composites by skilled artisans, the Intrepid is a 60” ATA 
Standard bow combining elegant design with custom 
performance. Fully compatible with stabilizers, sights and 
rests, Intrepid comes in 30-60 lb. draw weights in five 
pound increments, for discerning shooters and hunters.

FOCUS™ SERIES
Available in four popular lengths, the FUSE Focus 
Series recurves cover the gamut from young, shorter 
draw beginners to experienced archers looking for 
great value with high quality style, dependability 
and performance. Whether it’s club competition, 
backyard family fun or even serious competition, the 
accessory-compatible Focus 66”, 62”, 54” and 48” 
feature low mass weight, precise limb pockets and 
dependable performance. Focus Jr. 48” is perfect 
for starting short draw shooters on the path to 
archery enjoyment and fun, and is available from 12-
24 pounds in 4 pound increments. Focus 66”, 62” 
and 54” bows are available in draw weights from 
12-28 pounds, with 4 pound increments. 
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Aaron Warbritton

Dan’l Anselmo

Scott Prucha

Eliot Dalton John Dudley (Nock On) Josh Tatum

Grant Foster J.T. Felt Dean Thornton

Danny Farris (Bowhunter TV) Mike Luper

Zak KurtzhalsJohn ConleyAlan LangfordJared WeaverJared Mills

Randy Walk Craig Morgan (All Access Outdoors)

Brian Spencer

Michael Waddell (Bone Collector, 
Realtree Road Trips)

Nick Mundt (Bone Collector,
Realtree Road Trips)

Travis Turner (Bone Collector, 
Realtree Road Trips)

Bill Winke (Midwest Whitetail) Steve Memmott

Cindy Rowland

AJ Gall Drew Whiting Antoine Vialetay Brendan Burns Derik Jones



Ivana Buden CROMarkiyan Ivashko UKRPeter Elzinga NED

Sander Dolderman NED Rod Menzer USA Zak Kurtzhals USA

Sander Dolderman NEDRob Morgan USASebastian Rohrberg GER

Sara Lopez COL

Rick van Der Ven NED

Russell Payne USA

Marko Jarvenpaa NED

Mike Schloesser NED

Tapani Kalmaru GBR

Steve Anderson USA

Brady Ellison USA Crispin Duenas CAN

Brian Gold USA Jacob Phelps USA Joe Fanchin USA

Reo Wilde USA



FUSE redefined the performance target archery sta-
bilizer with our revolutionary, patented Carbon Blade 
Technology. Quickly vaulting to the top podium steps 
of the world stage, the competition-proven, aero-
dynamic advantage of Carbon Blade has become 
dominant in world level competition. 

CARBON BLADE ES™

Proven performance for both recurve and com-
pound archers on the world circuit using Carbon 
Blade ES makes it one of the world’s most coveted 
stabilizers. With flow separation technology and a 
whopping 70% wind drag reduction, the world’s 
most consistently high ranked archers have proven 
the technical superiority of the extra-stiff Blade ES 
system. The absolute stiffest stabilizer in the critical 
horizontal plane we have ever measured, Carbon 
Blade’s forgiving variable flex geometry dampens 
vibration and affords an appealing higher-frequency 
feel on the shot. Compatible with all Carbon Blade 
accessories including Doinker Blade dampers, all 
Carbon Blade weight systems, FUSE V-bars and 
FUSE Side Blade adapters. Available in 24, 27, 30 
and 33 inches for a custom balance and fit. Now 
also available in custom red, white and blue colors.

CARBON BLADE ES SIDE BLADES
Compound and recurve shooters alike depend 
on Carbon Blade ES Side Blade for customized 
balance, stabilization and bow dynamics on release. 
Available in four lengths- 8, 10, 12, and 15” for a 
perfect frequency match with the Carbon Blade ES 
main blade. Now also available in custom red, white 
and blue colors.

CARBON BLADE ES EXTENSIONS
FUSE Carbon Blade ES extensions are among the 
stiffest and strongest extensions available today. The 
ideal v-bar platform is compatible with ES or original 
Carbon Blades. Available in 3, 4 and 5” lengths.

THE BEST WAY
p to gain an edge PIS WITH A BLADE.

NOTHING KNOWS THE PODIUM LIKE CARBON BLADE STABILIZERS.

CARBON 
BLADE ES



See the following page for ES compatible V-Bars and Off-Set mounts.

CARBON BLADE ES
EXTENSIONS
3”, 4” & 5”

CARBON BLADE ES
SIDE BLADES
8”, 10”, 12” & 15”

CUSTOM COLOR CARBON BLADE ES
Carbon Blade ES stabilizers, side blades and extensions now
available in custom red, white and blue colors with black weights.

CARBON BLADE ES 33"
10.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 30"
9.9 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 27"
9.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 24"
8.9 oz.

REAR OFFSET SIDE 
BLADE ADAPTER

SIDE BLADE
ADAPTER
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REAR OFFSET SIDE 
BLADE ADAPTER

16  FUSEARCHERY.COM  

CARBON BLADE 33"
11 oz.

CARBON BLADE 30"
10.8 oz.

CARBON BLADE 27"
10.2 oz.

CARBON BLADE 24"
9.8 oz.

CARBON SIDE BLADES

8”, 10”, 12” & 15”

CARBON BLADE
EXTENSIONS

3”, 4” & 5”

SIDE BLADE
ADAPTER



CARBON BLADE™

Sleek, slim and highly effective, the patented FUSE Car-
bon Blade revolutionized modern stabilizer technology, 
offering 70% less wind drag than conventional stabilizers 
and providing the performance benchmark for every stabi-
lizer today. Asymmetric engineered flex and high damping 
rate couples with tremendous horizontal stiffness to 
control bow motion during the critical arrow departure 
phase of the shot.

CARBON SIDE BLADES
Side Blades are available in 4 lengths and provide 
custom options for balance and bow reaction.

CARBON BLADE EXTENSION
Carbon Blade reinforced extensions allow custom 
balancing of V-Bar systems. 

BOWHUNTER FREESTYLE
Competitive bowhunting division shooters looking for 
maximum stability and maximum performance need 
look no further than the 10 and 12-inch Blade BHFS 
stabilizers. Available in four popular weights, Fuse 
BHFS stabilizers are the ultimate accuracy tool for 
both bowhunting and competition.

FUSE QUICK DETACH V-BAR™

The new precision machined FUSE Quick Detach 
(QD) V-bar makes Carbon Blade setup faster and 
easier than ever, with a precise quick-detach mount-
ing system and total FUSE quality – including an 
exclusive, precision stainless steel main blade mount. 
Available in zero and 10 degree side drop angle with 
the popular 45 degree sweep angle. Also available in 
a non quick-detach version with stainless steel main 
stabilizer bolt included.

SIDE BLADE ADAPTERS
Fuse Side Blade adapters allow for perfect and 
custom bow balancing for increased consistency 
and accuracy. Available with a QD locking bolt for 
use with a stabilizer on the front of your bow and 
the new rear offset side blade adapter, perfect for 
mounting to rear stabilizer bushings.

RECURVE LIMB BLADE
Specifically engineered for the Paralever Limb Mounting 
System™ to absorb vibration and increase inertia during 
the critical arrow launch sequence. The design allows 
mass adjustment flexibility for discerning shooters.

CARBON BLADE WEIGHTS 
1, 2 and 3 oz. custom stainless steel weights 
are an integral part of the overall aerodynam-
ic and functional performance of the Carbon 
Blade System.

(Extra weights are sold individually). See chart 
for appropriate connector bolt lengths based on 
number of ounces used. Bolts sold separately.

*Supplied Standard with Stabilizer and Side Blade.
 Bolt Specification: 1/4-20  UNF Flathead Bolt

Custom Carbon Blade Doinker available as an accessory item.

CARBON BLADE WEIGHT
BOLT SIZE REFERENCE

OUNCES OF WEIGHTS BOLT LENGTH PART NUMBER

1 to 2  1” 824139

2 to 4 1 ¼”* 624140

5 to 7 2” 424141

8 to 9 2 ½” 224142

10 3” 024143

11 to 12 3 ½” 824144

13 to 14 4” 524145

 15 to 16 4 ½” 324146

PACKAGE WEIGHTS SILVER BLACK

1 oz. 124147 227942
2 oz. 736958 936957

3 oz. 324655 027943

BOWHUNTER FREESTYLE STABILIZERS
In 10” & 12” lengths & in 8, 11, 14, & 17 oz.

RECURVE
LIMB BLADE

FUSE QUICK
DETACH V-BAR

FUSE V-BAR



FUSE ACCESSORIES • 593 N. WRIGHT BROTHERS DRIVE • SALT LAKE CITY • UT • 84116-2887
PHONE: 801.363.2990 • FAX: 801.537.1470 • WWW.FUSEARCHERY.COM

Note: At the time of production of our 2014 Product Guide, the accessories shown and the information contained had been thoroughly checked for accuracy. 
However, in the event that a typographical error was missed, FUSE reserves the right to notify our dealers and customers at its discretion. Additionally, FUSE 
reserves the rights to modify, change or discontinue products shown in this publication without notice. Ultra Rest is a registered trademark of Quality Archery 
Designs. Doinker is a registered trademark of William L. Leven. Realtree is a registered trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD. Hoyt is a licensed trade-
mark of Hoyt Archery, Inc. Whisker Biscuit is a trademark owned by SOP Services, Inc. FUSE Products manufactured under one or more of the following patents: 
7,574,811; 7,793,645; 7,793,646; 8,225,778; 5,448,983; 5,850,825; 5,765,536; 5,596,977; 5,595,167; 6,789,536; D670,349; Patents Pending.


